
The leading system for 
holding Assembly General 
Meetings remotely on Azure
AGMpro is one of the leading systems in the field 

of holding Assembly General Meetings remotely, 

taking into consideration the security and 

privacy of users, so that it meets all attendance 

requirements before and during the meeting by 

displaying the system via browser with a modern 

and easy-to-use application

interface in addition to the visual link (audio and 

video). Enable the Company General Controller 

and company management to monitor the 

progress of the meeting, starting from the 

attendance confirmation, attendance percentage 

and quorum completion, monitoring the voting 

process.
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General Assembly 
Meetings, Remotely & 
Efficiently
Customer Challenges
Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic and its consequences, Ordinary and extraordinary general 

assembly meetings and gatherings have been prohibited. To ensure the continuity of 

business and protect the rights of shareholders, AGMpro was launched to hold these 

meetings remotely and to ensure the participation of all parties, including members of the 

board of directors, shareholders, the auditor general of companies, guests ... etc.

Challenges could impact: Board of Directors, Companies General Controller, Shareholders 

Department, Shareholders, Guests.

Partner Solution
What is AGMpro

AGMpro is a platform for your shareholders , board members and CCD to meet virtually and 

give them the ability to participate in the meeting discussion, election and voting process.

AGMpro deployed on Microsoft Azure and using Azure backup , Azure site recovery . AGMpro 

Built using the Angular framework in the front-end, and Spring & Hibernate in the backend, 

as well as utilizing web sockets to ensure immediate updates on the end-user’s screen. The 

system works with different types of databases, including Microsoft SQL.

Customer Benefits
Hold general assembly meetings in a safe and smooth manner through the presence of 

AGMpro on the cloud. Serving public shareholding companies in different sectors all over the 

world to hold and organize their meetings remotely and to ensure the participation of the 

largest number of shareholders and the rest of the parties during and after the pandemic to 

ensure their safety and distancing measures.

Before the meeting:

Publish invitation ,CEO message 

,announcement ,reports and 

voting items and Candidate 

Lists.

Shareholders Electronic 

registration and verifications 

through the website.

During the meeting:

Confirm attendance. Live 

broadcast (Video / Audio). CCD 

and Secretary can monitor the 

progress, election, and voting.

Ask questions. Non Shareholder 

can attend as Guest.

After the meeting:

Group of reports (attendance 

list & Quorum, shareholders 

questions, voting result, 

election result).

Record the meeting live 

broadcast.


